
Protest against Dr. Maksudul Bari and ‘Bangla 
Proshar Committee’s false claim.  
– By Asha Hossain, Student of Hornsby Girls High School, Sydney 

 
I have noticed that there was an article posted in Bangla-Sydney.com by Dr. 

Maksudul Bari and ‘Bangla Proshar Committee named '‘����� ����� �	
�� ���� 

������� �����’ 	����  ������� ����' translated as ‘Sara made history for 

learning Bangla language around the world’, and a note from Bangla Proshar 

Committee "'����� ����� �	
�� ���� ������� �����' 	����  ������� �����" which 

means 'The news of Sara Hossain for achieving success on learning Bangla 
language in overseas' 
 
I am objecting against Bangla Proshar Committee's note 
and pleasantly informing you that I have been learning Bangla with Bangla 
Academy Australia for the last seven years. It appears to me that the ‘Bangla 
Proshar Committee’ is a bit envious about the success of Sara Hossain. 
Which is disgraceful for your organisation. 
 
I would rather write to the Department of Education instead of broadcasting 
incorrect information to the community. I find it extremely insulting towards 
Bangla Academy who provides us with free Bangla education. Do you run any 
language schools in Sydney? Bangla Academy Australia is running four 
language schools; Epping, Blacktown and Lakemba. For details have a look 
their website, www.banglaacademy.com 
 
May I request to Dr. Bari, do you have proof that the boy in 1997 had gotten 
that minister's award? If so please write to the authorities, so they will be able 
to punish Bangla Academy Australia for such a fake claim. Bangla Academy 
Australia on the other hand have the proof from the Department of Education 
that Sara was the first Bangalee to receive this minister's award. Please give 
me some proof or go and write an apology and ask bangla-sydney.com to 
upload the apology on their website. 
 
In future, I would like to ask you to first study about the topic before making 
false allegations and broadcasting it to the public. 
 
Regards, 
Asha Hossain 
Student of Hornsby Girls High School 
 


